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Chevron activity in Argentina builds attractive
proposition for Madalena Energy
Chevron's (NYSE:CVX) news that it is planning to drill four more wells targeting
the Vaca Muerta shale in Argentina after reports of a successful well in the
region is encouraging for junior companies like Madalena Energy (CVE:MVN)
(OTC:MDLNF), which has a block adjacent to the oil major's play.
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On an investor day conference call yesterday, Mackie Research analyst Bill
Newman said Chevron made some positive comments on the shale potential in
Argentina, announcing plans to drill four wells targeting the Vaca Muerta shale
on its El Trapial block, which is directly east of Madalena's prized Curamhuele
block.
There are also reports in Buenos Aires that Chevron has already drilled a "very
nice well" adjacent to the Curamhuele block in the Vaca Muerta, and that it is
producing at significant rates, said Newman.

Share Information

Vaca Muerta is believed to be the world's second largest shale gas and fourth
largest shale oil formation. The area contains an estimated 27 billion barrels of
shale oil, and Chevron isn't the only major that is seeking to develop the shale.
State-backed YPF is pledging to invest $37 billion through 2018 in the region.
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The Vaca Muerta play has been likened by industry experts to the Bakken, with
the belief that Vaca Muerta has the potential to be bigger than the formation on
the subsurface of the Williston Basin.

Website: www.madalena-ventures.com

Madalena has been a significant holder of acreage in the Argentina shale since
2007, back when the whole play was just an engineering pipe dream. It wasn't
until three years later, in November 2010, when Argentine state-owned major
oil player YPF brought the country's first shale oil well online that activities
began to get heated in the Vaca Muerta.
Indeed, roughly 140 gross wells will be drilled in the Vaca Muerta shale in
2014, with 80,000 barrels per day of production anticipated by 2017, half of
which will be Chevron's share. Chevron said that all of its plays in the area
have exploration and development opportunities, and will contribute valuable
growth throughout the decade, with the oil giant also signing a $1.25 billion
deal with YPF to develop just west of Madalena's Coiron Amargo block.
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Madalena is the owner of over 132,000 net acres in the prolific Nequen Basin of Argentina, stretching across three
separate blocks.
"Successful production tests of the VM shale and other shales by Chevron on its El Trapial block could increase interest
in Madalena's Curamhuele block (90% W.I.)," said Newman in his analyst note on the Chevron call.
Madalena has high impact plays in the Vaca Muerta shale, Lower Agrio shale and Mulichinco tight sand play on the
Curamhuele block, and has had two discoveries on the block to date, with a well that flowed around 150 barrels per
day, with no stimulation or frac from a 225 metre thick Lower Agrio shale section.
Catalysts on the block this year involve a potential partnership arrangement with a major company and "go-forward high
impact drilling on its high impact multi-stacked plays", wrote the Mackie analyst.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors UK Limited, trading as "Proactiveinvestors United Kingdom", is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Registered in
England with Company Registration number 05639690. Group VAT registration number 872070825 FSA Registration number 559082. You understand and agree
that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or
advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature,
potential, advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors may
write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position is held
at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that at the time of any
transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by
sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these
sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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